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Abstract. The new standard ISO 17636-2: 2013, “NDT of welds – X- and gamma ray 
techniques with digital detectors”, defines the practice for digital radiography for 
manufacturing and in-service inspection of welds. Furthermore, the DIN 25435-
7:2014, “In-service inspections for primary coolant circuit components of light water 
reactors — Radiographic testing”, was released. This standard was submitted to ISO 
TC 85. The newly developed TomoWELD device can perform overview scans based 
on these standards, and tomographic scans providing cross sectional images 
(micrographs) to determine flaw dimensions. Application areas are primarily the 
nuclear and chemical industry. TomoWELD enables the fast inspection of 
circumferential welds in pipes, in comparison to film or imaging plates. In 2006 the 
mechanized and automated device TomoCAR was developed and tested. Cross 
sectional digital radiographic images were taken to determine positions, shapes and 
dimensions of indications. The system was qualified for the application in the nuclear 
power industry as a result of an ENIQ trial. TomoWELD uses a newly developed 
photon counting and energy discriminating digital detector array with CdTe-CMOS 
crystal hybrids. The new detector design permits the selection of different detection 
energy levels for different output images. The influence of scattered radiation can be 
reduced. The detector permits high image integration times, especially if applied 
behind thick walls at low photon flow rates, since offset signals in the acquired images 
are negligible. An optimized radiation geometry, with a new manipulator design and 
a fast GPU based reconstruction algorithm, are used for fast measurement and 
reconstruction. The size and shape of planar and volumetric flaws was determined for 
austenitic test pipes within a wall thickness range from 10 – 35mm and diameters 
from 100 – 350mm. The results of the field tests in a German nuclear power station 
are presented.  

More info about this article: http://ndt.net/?id=19544
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Introduction  

Austenitic steel is often used in the construction of pipework in the nuclear power industry 
and chemical industry due to its resistance to corrosion and high fracture resistance. The 
welded pipelines may contain many types of defects and, under stress, these defects can grow 
and lead to mechanical failure. Industrial plants such as nuclear power stations, refineries or 
chemical facilities have thousands of austenitic stainless steel welds in critical facilities. The 
regular inspection of the welded pipes and the detection of such critical defects avoids 
accidents and protects against damage and injuries. Currently, inspecting austenitic welds 
using ultrasonic techniques is very difficult due to the material’s inhomogeneity and 
anisotropy. In austenitic steel, an applied ultrasonic beam is subjected to many fluctuations, 
i.e. scattering (severely reducing signal to noise ratio and therefore defect detection 
capability), skewing and bending, beam distortion, velocity changes - all of which made 
defect sizing and positioning impossible. In addition, there might occur ghost echoes 
resulting from the anisotropic and heterogeneous metallurgical structure of the welds, which 
can disturb the results. Therefore, radiographic inspection methods can offer numerous 
advantages.  
 Conventional film radiography is a technique already being used for inspecting these 
materials, as the grain structure does not significantly affect the radiographic results. 
Traditionally, conventional film is used for pipe weld examination during pipe section 
welding in the fabrication shop when access to the inside of the pipe is possible. In general 
there is a trend towards replacing radiographic film with digital detection media, as this 
technology offers quicker exposure and X-ray image acquisition with added benefits for 
display, processing and archiving. Indeed, the new standard ISO 17636-2:2013 “Non-
destructive testing of welds” [1] takes the application of digital radiography into account 
under ‘Radiographic testing — Part 2: X- and gamma-ray techniques with digital detectors’. 
Furthermore, the DIN 25435-7:2014, “In-service inspections for primary coolant circuit 
components of light water reactors — Radiographic testing” [2], was released. This standard 
is additionally published to the KTA 3201.4: 2010 requirements as issued by the German 
nuclear committee [3]. The standard series DIN 25435 was submitted to ISO TC 85 SC 6 and 
has been registered as a new work item.  

Concept 

Digital radiography and film radiography yield a 2D image of a 3D object. This causes the 
superimposition of internal features, and the identification and measurement of the position 
of defects in the direction of the X-ray beam cannot be obtained. In addition, conventional 
2D radiography can only detect planar defects (such as cracks) that are correctly orientated 
to the X-ray beam. DIN 25435-7:2014 is addressing the correct positioning of source and 
detector for film and digital radiography for detection of intergranular stress crack corrosion 
in pipe welds.  
 The application of multi-angle radiography overcomes the problems mentioned 
above. In 2006 a planar tomography scanner, TomoCAR [4-6], was introduced for the 
mechanized radiographic inspection and measurement of non-destructive cross sections. This 
scanner needed a hard and software upgrade due to non-availability of some hardware 
components and the slow reconstruction software. The European funded project 
TomoWELD, discussed in this paper, represents an advance of TomoCAR and presents the 
development of a robust and mobile X-ray tomographic system for the optimized inspection 
of austenitic steel welds, at the sensitivity levels required in the nuclear industry in agreement 
with ISO 17636-2, DIN 25435-7:2014 and KTA 3201.4. The concept and first results of the 
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project TomoWELD were already described in [7] before finalization of the performance 
tests in a nuclear power station in April 2015.  
 The application of X-ray computed tomography (CT), as realized in TomoWELD, 
overcomes the limitations of current inspection techniques by providing 3D information of 
the internal structure and detailed cross sectional analysis. This is achieved by a new concept 
of the scan geometry, an enhanced GPU based reconstruction, and the application of a new 
generation of photon counting DDAs. The new photon counting detector permits the 
selection of energy thresholds to obtain an optimum energy range and reduction of the 
influence of scattered radiation. Since the new detector acquires digital images without offset 
images, long exposure times at low counting rates can be used to extend the range of 
penetrated thickness permitting a restricted controlled area.   

Working Principle 

The mobile mechanized tomographic system TomoCAR (Tomographic Computer Aided 
Radiology) was first developed for inspection of circumferential welded seams of pipes [4- 
6]. It consists of a manipulator controlling the position of an X-ray tube in front of the region 
to inspect, and a DDA behind it [3, 4]. Figure 1 shows the geometric arrangement. Shifting 
the X-ray tube parallel to the detector plane enables the penetration of volumetric and planar 
inhomogeneities in optimal direction. A laminographic reconstruction provides a 3D data 
setwhich is suitable for measuring the dimensions of indications. 
 
  

 
Fig. 1. Detection scheme of planar defects by the TomoWELD scanner with moving source and detection 

of several hundreds of projections. 
 
The principle is very sensitive and reliable for detection and sizing of planar defects, oriented 
within a certain angle range, perpendicular to the scan direction of the X-ray tube. Several 
hundred radiometric projections in small angle steps are acquired, and a 3D data set is 
reconstructed. Detailed information on the concept is given in [3, 4, 7]. The tomographic 
reconstruction allows the 3D representation of the material structure and defects. This is 
comparable to a metallographic cross sectioning. The hardware design is based on a flat X-
ray tube with a wide-angle window [8] and a DDA on CdTe basis [9, 10]. The pixel size of 
the detector is 0.1 x 0.1mm². The design allows the reliable detection of planar defects, with 
openings larger than 25µm, by sub-pixel resolution due to the achieved high signal-to-noise 
ratio [4]. TomoCAR was successfully qualified as the result of a German pilot study on the 
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basis of the ENIQ guidelines (European Network of Inspection and Qualification) for 
application in the nuclear power industry [4].  
 TomoWELD [7] was established to modernize the TomoCAR concept for effective 
inspection. This includes high contrast sensitivity measurement with a photon counting and 
energy discriminating CdTe detector [9], and an optimized 3D reconstruction algorithm using 
GPUs [13-15]. Figure 2 shows a sketch and a photograph of the TomoWELD system. A 
computer controlled manipulator (by AREVA) permits two measurement modes. In 
overview mode the source and detector can be moved 360° around the pipe axis, which 
provides a digital radiograph according to ISO 17636-2 [1].  

The planar tomographic mode is used to obtain cross sectional information of the 
weld seam by 3D reconstruction. Therefore, the X-ray tube is moved with constant speed 
parallel to the detector plane. In general, the movement is parallel to the pipe axis as well. 
For special investigations, the tube scan axis can be tilted with respect to the pipe axis by a 
fixed angle (15°). This allows the simultaneous detection of transversal and longitudinal 
cracks [7]. The X-ray tube is manufactured in a flat design and achieves 240kV at 0.6mm 
spot size [8]. A new flat X-ray tube prototype was manufactured, which was tested at 270kV 
[8].  
 
  

 
Fig. 2. TomoWELD manipulator for 360° circumferential scan and laminographic inspection; scheme and 

photograph.  

3D Reconstruction Techniques 

The reconstruction of the 3D data sets was performed with different reconstruction 
algorithms. The filtered shift average reconstruction provides acceptable image quality if 
several hundred projections are measured. Each projection is taken within a short exposure 
time at low signal-to-noise ratio. The averaging of projections increases the SNR by the 
square root of the projection number. It works with a shift of complete projection matrices. 
After a final correction of the complete reconstructed data set, the results are identical with 
those of a slower pixel-wise reconstruction on the basis of the intercept theorem [13].  
 The modelling software aRTist [16] was used for simulation of artificial data sets 
under different conditions to optimize the reconstruction technique. The reconstruction was 
finally performed by fast shift and averaging of projections, and sequentially by corrections 
considering the radiation cone and source position [13]. The following steps were used for 
the reconstruction: 

 
 Directional CT filtering of projections in the direction of source movement.  
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 Beam length corrections in order to reduce artefacts. 
 Each measured projection is “digitally shifted” by a given distance depending on the source 

position.  
 Parallel beam back projection by “averaging” across the shifted projections.   
 Trapezoidal corrections removing the cone beam distortion.  

 
The fast filtered shift average reconstruction was optimized for high reconstruction speed 
utilizing the computing power of graphic processors, and parallelization utilizing the CPU 
kernels [13]. The achieved computing time for an example data set of 700 projections, 1120 x 
1184 pixels, 300 reconstruction layers are:  

 
 20 min (filtered cone beam back projection on 4 CPU kernels), 
 25 sec for shift average algorithm on GPU at the same PC. 

 
The advantage of the algebraic reconstruction technique (ART) was tested for improved 
image quality if applied with limited data sets [14, 15]. The advantages of ART-methods are 
of special importance for data sets containing a small number of noisy projections. For data 
sets with a large number of projections, there are no qualitative differences between the 
results of filtered back projection (FBP) and ART reconstruction. Selecting FBP methods 
gives an advantage because of their high reconstruction speed [13].An improvement of the 
reconstruction quality was achieved by multiplicative S-ART next to base plane technique 
[14-15]. The algorithm suppresses numerous artefacts. Due to the longer reconstruction time, 
it is only applied if the fast shift average reconstruction does not provide sufficient results.  

Photon Counting and Energy Discriminating Detector 

A specially designed and developed photon counting CdTe-CMOS detector by XCounter 
was implemented [9]. The detector has a sensitive area of 100 x 50mm² and a pixel size of 
100µm. The basic spatial resolution of the detector was determined, with a duplex wire IQI 
(ISO 19232-5), as equal to the pixel size. It is a direct converting detector, which enables the 
simultaneous detection of different parts of the X-ray spectrum depending on the control of 
energy thresholds. Figure 3 shows the tile structure of the detector and a photograph of a 
prototype. Each detector element consists of up to two thousand transistors, which enable the 
energy discrimination and photon counting in each detector element. 
 

 
 

Fig. 3a. General sketch of a photon counting 
energy discriminating detector. 

Fig. 3b. The prototype PDT 25, for first tests of 
working principle and image quality. 

 
Photon counting and energy discrimination detectors can be used to acquire dual energy 
radiographs for discrimination of the different materials [12, 17].  
 In the TomoWELD project, the energy discrimination is used to reduce the influence 
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of low-energy scattered radiation for accurate reconstruction. Furthermore, the high dynamic 
of photon counting detectors was used to obtain a higher material thickness dynamic for 
planar tomographic testing of high wall thickness pipes (>35mm wall thickness). Figure 4 
shows the first result of a step wedge test, acquiring two simultaneous radiographic images 
with an energy cut off. A steel step wedge was exposed with 160kV tube voltage. The photons 
were counted below and above 80keV. Both radiographs were analysed by a profile function. 
Only the profile of the high energy radiograph shows constant radiation intensity within one 
step. This can be explained by the reduction of the influence of scattered radiation. Further 
test are required to find the optimum for best contrast to noise ratio, and lowest influence of 
scattered radiation. The detector can also be used for data acquisition with low photon flow. 
Up to 100mm of steel was tested at 270kV, with the lowest count rates of about two counts 
per second per detector element. Testing class B could be achieved after sufficient image 
integration. Even at an angle of incidence of 45° the basic spatial resolution SRb

detector did not 
exceed 250µm for the CdTe-layer of 700µm due to the implemented charge sharing 
correction. This improves the laminographic reconstruction quality.  

 

 
Fig. 4. Fe-step wedge exposure at 160kV and presentation of the low and high energy images of same 

exposure. Scattered radiation contributes mainly to the step profile (upper right) of the low energy image 
[7, 17]. 

Field Trials 

The completed TomoWeld scanner was tested in Block I of the Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) 
“Neckarwestheim” (see Figure 5). Block I has not been in use since 2011. A supply pipe was 
selected for the performance test of the TomoWELD system. Figure 5 shows the system setup 
for the pipe testing in a corner of the reactor building. The test was performed as a typical in-
service inspection, based on the German KTA 3201.4. The weld was tested by an automated 
360° radiographic scan in the perpendicular transmission direction as required in DIN 25435-
7 (see Figure 6 for the required radiation geometry in DIN 25435-7) in the double wall single 
image technique and testing class BN-D. The pipe had a diameter of 220 mm and a wall 
thickness of 16 mm.  
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Fig. 5. View of the nuclear power station “Neckarwestheim” (bottom) and of mounting the TomoWELD 

scanner in Block I. 
 

Few single pores and an unclear indication were found. A planar tomographic scan (carried 
out as co-planar translational laminography) was performed to analyse this indication at 
position 31. Figure 7 shows the position and the results of the reconstruction represented with 
the orthogonal slicer of ImageJ (http://imagej.net/).  

 

 
Fig. 6. Required testing geometry of DIN 25435-7: 2014 (Figure 2), for digital radiographic testing with 

DDAs.  
Legend: 1 - radiation source, 2 - planar detector or cassette. 

 
A small indication was found (Figure 7d) in the digital radiograph of the 360° scan. Some 
operators were interpreting this as a small lag of fusion. The tomographic 3D data were used 
to analyse the flaw. The side view slice of the weld bevel, as shown in Figure 7c, has the 
shape of an “ink spot”. This is a typical appearance of a slag inclusion. A lack of fusion was 
excluded. Separated slag inclusions are permitted by ISO 5817: 2014, Tab. 1, [18] up to a 
size of 2mm for welding quality B. The measured extension of the slag inclusion was 1.6mm 
in length and 1.5mm in depth. All indications found were permissible and in agreement with 
indications found after manufacturing.  

The time for system installation, digital radiography (360°), planar tomography at two 
positions was about one day. Check in, check out, waiting times, transport from Berlin to 
Neckarwestheim, and back took about 3.5 days.   
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Fig. 7. Results of analysis of a small indication in digital radiography by planar tomography at position 31. 

a) Slice at 9mm depth below outer surface. 
b) Cross sectional slice at centre of indication for measurement of the extension in depth. 
c) Slice at sidewall (bevel) of the weld at centre of indication for evaluation of indication shape. 
d) Digital radiograph with small indications at arrow position. 

 
Conclusion 

 
The mobile planar tomography system, “TomoCAR” was qualified for applications in 
nuclear power industry by ENIQ in 2004. The TomoCAR system was validated and was 
accepted for evaluation of the shape of indications and its measurement in three dimensions 
for planar flaws with opening >25µm and an accuracy of the depth measurement of ± 1mm 
for austenitic pipes.  
 The EU project TomoWELD was finalized with modernization of the mechanized X-
ray weld inspection scanner. Modelling with aRTist was used for optimizing of hardware 
design, detecting and sizing simultaneously lateral and transversal cracks and undercuts. A 
new manipulator (AREVA) was developed for a fast 360° scan with digital radiography 
based on DIN 25435-7: 2014, and planar tomographic analysis of lateral and transversal 
indications.  
 A new photon counting and energy discriminating detector (Ajat, XCounter) was 
developed, and the potential of this new generation of DDAs was investigated for digital 
radiography and planar tomography. The detector was used to reduce the influence of 
scattered radiation, and to extend the penetrated thickness range at lower radiation energy. 
70mm (perpendicular, double wall) to 100mm (double wall and 45° to surface) steel was 
inspected with this detector at low counting rates (down to two counts per second per pixel) 
and inspection time of up to four hours. A flat X-ray tube (rtw) with higher X-ray energy 
(270kV) was tested for applications with restricted access. A new and fast reconstruction 
software and algorithm (BAM) was developed and successfully tested with reconstruction 
times below one minute. 
 Laboratory tests were performed for ferritic und austenitic pipes. The overview scan 
was carried out successfully on in accordance with  EN ISO 17636-2 and DIN 25435-7 in 
testing class B-ND for pipe diameters of 100 - 350mm and 10 – 35mm wall thickness. Testing 
with film or UT before application of TomoWELD is not required. Indications can be found 
and quantitatively evaluated in accordance with current standards by planar tomography with 
the TomoWELD system. The system was also tested in Block I of the nuclear power station 
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of the NPP “Neckarwestheim” at a pipe with 16mm wall thickness. The planar tomography 
was successfully applied to distinguish between lack of fusion and slag inclusion.   
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